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1. GROUND ZERO INDICATOR
Function
The Ground Zero Indicator consists in effect four simple pin-hole
cameras in which the image of a fireball, together with that of a locating
graticule showing bearing and elevation, is photographed on sensitive
photographic paper.
The ground zero and height above ground of a nuclear burst can then be
established by triangulation provided that a bearing and elevation can be
obtained from each of two or more Monitoring posts.
Construction
The instrument is cylindrical in shape 10 inches high and 14 inches in
diameter. When the handle at the top is unscrewed, the cover can be lifted
off, revealing a central structure with four incurved faces.
Each of these incurved faces is fitted with a transparent plastic pocket,
known as a cassette, which is marked with a graticule graduated in
degrees of bearing and elevation and which holds a single sheet of
photographic printing-out paper.
This paper when exposed to light, gradually darkens without the need for
chemical development. Four holes 3/16inch in diameter are positioned in
the sides of the instrument, one opposite each cassette. A metal lug inside
the lower edge of the cover fits into a corresponding slot in the base of
the instrument and ensures that the cover is replaced correctly.
At the bottom of each incurved face is a small circular metal stud. This
corresponds to a cut out at the bottom of each cassette, the position of the
stud and cut out is different for each of the four cassettes so that the
correct cassette is always inserted into its proper face.
Items
Ground Zero Indicator
Storage container
Cassettes North, East, South and West
Printing out paper
Light-proof satchel
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(figs 1-3)
(fig 4)
(fig 5)
(fig 6)
(fig 6)

Mushroom shaped base mount
Securing nuts
Spanner
Exercise test paper

(fig 7)
(fig 7)
(fig 7)
(fig 8)

.
Fig 1 - Ground Zero Indicator showing North face
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Fig 2 – Ground Zero Indicator with fitted Cassettes and simulated blast
record
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Fig 3 – Ground Zero Indicator assembled with cover showing one of four
pinhole camera orifices and base mounting
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Fig 4 – Ground Zero Indicator Storage Container
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Fig 5 – Ground Zero Indicator Cassettes – North cassette shown with
replica burst image
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Fig 6 – Ground Zero Indicator Printing Out Paper and Light Proof Satchel
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Fig 7 – Ground Zero Indicator Mushroom Shaped Base Mount assembly
and spanner
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Fig 8 – Ground Zero Indicator Exercise Test Paper
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2. BOMB POWER INDICATOR
Function
Provided that the distance from ground zero is known, the power of a
nuclear weapon can be calculated from the peak over-pressure produced
by the blast wave.
The Bomb Power Indicator records this pressure.
Construction
The over pressure from a nuclear burst is detected by a metal bellows,
one side of which is exposed to normal atmospheric pressure.
Attached to the bellows is a push rod which bears against a lever fixed to
a spindle.
When the bellows are expanded, a pointer attached to the spindle moves
over a dial reading from 0 to 5 pounds per square inch or 0 to 50
kilopascals (kPa) with a conversion dial.
The pointer is not actually attached to the bellows and does not return to
zero after the passage of the blast wave. It is left indicating the peak overpressure until manually reset to zero by means of a spring-loaded rod
operated by a push-button on the bottom of the instrument casing.
The equipment comprises of the indicator gauge which is 8.5 inches in
diameter and 4 inches deep. This is attached to a galvanised steel tube
blast pipe which extends approximately 6 inches above the surface and is
incorporated into the Post structure. A 0.75 inch screwed protective cover
cap is attached to the end of the blast pipe. This is removed prior to
attaching a removable Baffle assembly which comprises of two 6 inch
diameter steel plates spaced 0.5 inches apart with a screwed 0.75 inch
hole in one plate for attachment to the blast pipe.
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Items
Bomb Power Indicator
Board fixing bracket
Wooden internal fixing board
Internal pipe connection
Blast pipe cap and spanner
Baffle assembly and connector
Equipment diagram and Exercise test paper
Metric conversion dial

(fig 9)
(fig 9)
(fig 9)
(fig 10)
(fig 10)
(fig 10)
(fig 11)
(fig 11)

Fig 9 – Bomb Power Indicator, board fixing bracket and fixing board
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Fig 10 – Bomb Power Indicator internal pipe connection, blast pipe cap
and spanner, Baffle assembly and connector
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Fig 11 – Bomb Power Indicator equipment diagram, exercise paper and
metric conversion dial
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3. DOSERATE METERS
FUNCTION
The Post radiation doserate meters are battery operated instruments
designed to measure gamma radiation dose-rate with a scale range of 0300cGy/h.
The upper limit can be increased to 3000cGy/h by withdrawing the probe
unit down the probe pipe until the reading is reduced by a known factor
of 10.
CONSTRUCTION
The Post is equipped with two doserate meters – fixed and mobile.
Assemblies are different but detectors are identical in appearance and
operation. A doserate simulation trainer can be attached to the fixed
system.
Fixed System – Plessey Doserate Meter PDRM82F
The probe unit comprises of a Geiger Muller tube to which is fitted a base
plate U clamp and one end of the coaxial inter-connecting cable. This in
turn is attached to the top of the inner section of a telescopic rod which
extends into a dome at the surface.
The probe unit is connected to the indicator unit by a flexible coaxial
cable. A rod clamp is provided to fix the rod in the retracted position
when shielded readings are taken.
The indicator unit is enclosed in a waterproof bright orange
polycarbonate case. A frosted polycarbonate top has three clear windows
to allow viewing of the LCD, the serial number of the instrument and a
silica gel tablet.
To the right of this top is a single control knob which is a combined
battery access cap and on/off switch.
The instrument has an automatic self- testing function which displays the
result of the test on the LCD .
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Items
Connecting cable
Detector
Telescopic rod
Rod clamp
Dome Cover
Dome Cover gasket
U clamp bracket
Spanner

(fig 12)
(fig 12)
(fig 12)
(fig 12)
(fig 13)
(fig 13)
(fig 13)
(fig 13)
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Fig 12 – Fixed Doserate Meter, connecting cable, detector, telescopic rod,
rod clamp
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Fig 13 – Fixed Doserate Meter dome cover, dome cover gasket, U clamp
bracket, spanner
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Mobile System – Plessey Doserate Meter PDRM82M
The instrument is nearly identical in description to the PDRM82F
instrument unit but has no coaxial cable connection for an external probe.
Items
Storage box
Survey meter
Waist cord
Neck strap
Instruction card

(fig 14)
(fig 14)
(fig 14)
(fig 14)
(fig 14)
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Fig 14 – Mobile Doserate Meter storage box, survey meter, waist cord,
neck strap, instruction card
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Doserate Meter Simulation Trainer
Function
The Simulation Trainer is a battery operated radiac simulator designed to
replace the Geiger Muller tube of the Fixed Survey Meter for training and
exercises.
It simulates the pulses transmitted by the GM tube using a module
(eprom) programmed by the exercise preparation team at HQ UKWMO
to produce readings which the instrument would display had these levels
of radiation been present.
Construction
The instrument is contained in a rectangular plastic case measuring
20cmx12cmx7.5cm. The case has two compartments; that containing the
electronic components and that containing the battery compartment and
the memory module socket. It is connected to the meter by means of a
short coaxial interconnecting cable.
The instrument can:Automate resetting of the memory module and a familiarisation test
sequence.
Pause during training and exercises.
Run exercises simulating the readings programmed into the memory
module.
Reproduce actual, one-tenth and one-hundredth of the programmed
reading.
Items
Trainer
Connecting Cable
EPROM

(Fig 15)
(Fig 15)
(Fig 15)
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Fig 15 – Doserate Meter Trainer, connecting cable, EPROM
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4. THE INDIVIDUAL DOSIMETER AND N105A CHARGER
Function
The individual dosimeter is designed to measure the accumulated body
dose of gamma and/or x ray radiation received by an individual over a
defined period. The N105A Charger allows the Dosimeter to be charged
or discharged to allow the scale reading to be set to zero.
Dosimeter Construction
The Dosimeter is similar in size and shape to that of a fountain pen about
4.5inches long and 0.75inches in diameter.
The aluminium barrel contains in its lower portion an ionisation chamber,
quartz fibre electroscope and charging pin assemblies.
The upper portion contains a transparent scale and a magnifying lens
system focussed on the quartz-fibre.
Items
Dosimeter storage tube
Dosimeter No4, scale range 0-150 r
Dosimeter exercise paper
Dosimeter and Charger ready use pack
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(fig 16)
(fig 16)
(fig 16)
(fig 17)

Fig 16 – Individual Dosimeter storage tube, Dosimeter No4 0-150 r.
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Fig 17 – Individual Dosimeter - Unopened Dosimeter and Charger ready
use pack
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N105A Dosimeter Charger
Function
The charging unit is a portable hand-operated instrument designed for
charging No4 quartz-fibre dosimeters.
Construction
The N105A Charger comprises of a metal case housing all components.
The charging socket holds the dosimeter vertically against a springloaded switch which operates a light for scale illumination. A swivelling
plastic protective cover is provided to the charging socket.
The electric charge provided from a D cell battery is transferred to the
dosimeter through a rotating switch which will charge or discharge the
dosimeter and allow the scale reading to be set to zero.
Items
Dosimeter Charger

(fig 18)
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Fig 18 – Individual Dosimeter N105A Dosimeter charger
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5. WEATHER INSTRUMENTS
Certain monitoring posts were equipped with instruments which enable
detailed observations to be carried out in assisting the production of
weather charts used for radioactive fallout prediction.
1. Aneroid Barometer
The Aneroid Barometer measures atmospheric pressure in millibars
(fig 19)
2. Hand held Anemometer
The hand held Anemometer measures wind speed in knots (fig 20)
3. Whirling Frame Psychrometer
The Whirling Frame Psychrometer measures air temperature and
dewpoint in degrees Centigrade (fig 21).
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Fig 19 – Weather Instrument – Aneroid Barometer
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Fig 20 – Weather Instrument – Hand held Anemometer and storage
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Fig 21 – Weather Instrument – Whirling Frame Psychrometer and storage
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6. FALLOUT WARNING MAROON
Function
The maroon, No3 Burst No2, is a pyrotechnic manufactured by PainsWessex Ltd for giving an audible fallout warning to the public.
Construction
A complete Maroon Kit consists of the following.
2 Maroons, No3 burst No2.
1 Firing box with 10 metres of black cable terminating in a plug
connection to the Maroon.
12volt adaptor unit with 5 metres of red cable terminating in two
crocodile clips for battery connection.
2 Stabilising Hoops.
Items
Maroon transport case
Maroon dummy set
Maroon trainer set
Spare bulbs
Stabilising hoops
Firing cable
Firing box
Standby 12v adapter unit
Instruction aid

(fig 22)
(fig 23)
(fig 23)
(fig 23)
(fig 23)
(fig 24)
(fig 24)
(fig 24)
(fig 25)
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Fig 22 – Fallout Warning Maroon Trainer Transport Case
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Fig 23 – Fallout Warning Maroon Dummy Set, Trainer Set, spare bulbs,
stabilising hoops

Fig 24 – Fallout Warning Maroon - Firing cable, firing box, 12v adaptor
unit
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Fig 25 – Fallout Warning Maroon Instruction aid
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7. SECOMAK SIREN
Function
The hand-operated siren is a portable instrument designed for giving
audible warnings to the public. The “Carter” version is similar.
Construction
The pitch of the note given out by the siren varies according to the speed
of rotation of the handle. A shutter is provided so that the sound can be
damped, enabling an intermittent note to be given.
The siren consists of a cast metal sound box containing the rotor which is
turned through gears by a winding a handle. A steadying handle is fitted
to the top of the sound box incorporating a twist-grip shutter control.
Turning this grip opens or closes the damping shutter fitted to the sound
box.
The siren is mounted on a metal stand at a height convenient for
operation.
Items
Secomak Siren and stand.

(fig 26)
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Fig 26 - Secomak Siren and stand
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8. SWAN OR MORRISON PETROL ELECTRIC CHARGER SET
Function
A petrol-electric charging set was provided at each Post to charge 55 amp
hour Nife/Alcad batteries and ensure that power supplies for Post lighting
and, where appropriate, Post radio, were continuously available. Sets
were supplied by AC Morrison (Engineers), Southampton and Engine
Applications Ltd of Banbury (Swan). Both had similar appearance and
specification.
Construction
The petrol electric charging set consists of a 1 bhp Villiers four-stroke
engine coupled to an alternator producing direct current by means of a
metal rectifier. Output is rated at 0.3 kw, 14v dc, 21 amp at 3500 rpm.
There is no external voltage regulator, but the output current indicated by
an ammeter on the set can be regulated by use of the throttle control.
Items
Swan Portable Petrol Electric Charging Set and free standing mounting
(fig 27).
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Fig 27 - Swan Portable Petrol Electric Charging Set and free standing
mounting
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